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1  Because a Sundström mask offers a tighter seal and minimises 
 leakage between mask and face.

2  A more efficient particle filter, SR 510 P3 R, captures all particles 
 such as dust, smoke and aerosols, with a maximum leakage of 0.003%.
 The FFP1, FFP2 and FFP3 disposable masks have a leakage of 20 to 1%, 

depending on classification.

3 SR 510 P3 R: ’R’ stands for ’reusable’. Replace when breathing resistance 
gets uncomfortable. The SR 221 pre-filter extends the service life of the 
filter. Economical and environment-friendly.

 Disposable masks are exactly that - to be used once and then discarded. 
The marking ’NR’ means ’Not reusable’. Expensive and not environment-
friendly.

4 A half mask from Sundström has one of the world’s lowest breathing 
resistances, making it very comfortable.

5  Simple to clean and few spare parts, so the mask can 
    be used for many years.

6  Can be used with particle filter only for dusty work, or with gas filter 
only for exposure to gases and vapours. If both particles and gas are 
present, the filters can be combined.

Why a half mask from
Sundström, and not
a disposable mask?
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BASIC  
PACK
CONTENTS 

1  SR 900 half mask in TPE
1  510 P3 R particle filter
5  pre-filters
1  pre-filter holder
1  cleaning wipe
1  set of instructions with maintenance  
 information

All packed in a practical storage box.

Covers at least one month’s filter use,  
and you make great savings compared  
with disposable labelled FFP3 NR.

PREMIUM  
PACK
CONTENTS 

1  SR 100 half mask in silicone
1  SR 510 P3 R particle filter
1  SR 217 A1 gas filter, protects against 
 most solvents
5  pre-filters
1  pre-filter holder
1  cleaning wipe
1  set of instructions with maintenance  
 information

All packed in a practical storage box.

You get a mask which will last for several years, 
and a reusable particle filter. You  
just need to replace the gas filter when  
it is worn out.

PREMIUM  
PLUS PACK
CONTENTS

1  SR 100 half mask in silicon
1  SR 510 P3 R particle filter
1  SR 297 ABEK1 gas filter, protects against  
 a wide range of gases
5  pre-filters
1  pre-filter holder
1  cleaning wipe
1  set of instructions with maintenance  
 information

All packed in a practical storage box.

You get a mask which will last for several years, 
and a reusable particle filter. You  
just need to replace the gas filter when  
it is worn out.

Suitable for use in dusty  
environments, for example with:

•  Hay, straw and grain
•  Cement and stone dust
•  Clearance of water damage, risk of mould
•  Dusty cleaning work
•  Handling fuel chips
•  Wood working
•  Chimney-sweeping and cleaning 
 of ventilation installations

Suitable for use in dusty  
environments, for example with:

•  Brush painting, gas filter only
•  Spray painting, combined gas and particle filters
•  High-pressure washing with degreasing, combined  
 gas and particle filters
•  Pesticides and spraying, combined gas 
 and particle filters
•  Adhesives and lacquer with brush, gas filter only

Suitable for use in dusty  
environments, for example with:

•  Agriculture
•  Municipal sewage and treatment plants
•  Waste and refuse plants
•  Operations with many different contaminants,  
 where you want to be sure not to choose the  
 wrong filter


